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A STLDY OF SERVICE-I!WOSED M M m S  O F  FOUR JE;T FIGHTER 
By John P. .%yer end Fkxold A. Haner 
Results from a f l i gh t  program conducted to obtain information on 
the ai-rplzne response and m t u e l  rztes and aznourlts of control motion 
used by service pilots io performaace 03 squadron operztlonal training 
missions with je t  righter airplanes me correleted with the e i rp lme  
handling qualities and calculated meximum dy~amic response. The carre- 
lation indicates that  the senrice pilots in geoeral  mde cse of  t'ne 
s ta t ic  czpzbi l i t i es  or" their air-plmnes Over most of the sgeed. range as 
responses measured in  these  service training operatiors, however, were 
considerably less than the maximum calculated QnamLc response. In 
longitudinal maneuvers, it is  indiceted that the p i lo t s  h~ve a tendency 
t o  maneuver the eirplme near i ts  natural  freqxency. 
. 
- limited either by the control stops or control Torces. The m a x i m u m  
From the  resul ts  of the calcuht ions of maxL.?~m dynz.?2c response f o r  
the North American F-86 airplane, it is indicated that pitching accelera- 
tions greater than 16 radians per second per second are theoretically 
w i t h i r ?  t'ne range of the p i lo t  and airglane capabili t ies,  whereas the high- 
e s t  value obtained i n  the   t es t s  w m  Ebout 2 radians per second per second. 
For lateral mneuvers "ne calculat ions indicate- tkt  the highest  ver t ical-  
t a i l  loads for the F-86 a i n l a n e  could generally be obtained i n   f i s h t a i l  
manewers; however, the calculations icdicate that, if  rolling pull-out 
maneuvers uere made near the maxinun lift coefficient,  the vertical-tall  
loaas obtained could be greater than those obtained io f i s h t a i l  mneuvers. 
The tramverse load factors measured i n  the present tests were much less 
than those theoretically obtainable. 
In order to obtain-information on the airplw-e response and the 
I mounts arcl rates of control used by se-rvice pi lots   in   operat ional  
* 
treining tn5ssior,s, the Na?;ional Advisory Comnittee For AeronautFcs w i t h  
the cocperEtLon of t3e U. S. A f r  Force m d  t3e B u r e m  of  Aeronautics, 
N ~ v y  Degartment, has cozdxted e flight progren with several jet-propelled 
fighter Girplanes. Information of this type is needed i n  order t o  assist 
i n  ixprovir-g design-load cr i te r ia .  
In reference 1 the resul ts  f r o m  t h i s  progrm h&ve orevlously been 
s m a i z e d  as emelopes of the m a x i m  values of the measured quantities 
a d  the data were compered wi-tfi design requirements. In addition, a 
limited s t a t i s t i c a l  analysis was presented. The purpose of t h i s  paper 
is to  correiate  the results previously obteined in these tests w i t h  the 
eirplane s tabi l f ty  and hmdling qualities and compere the  maximum values 
of the neasured quantities with the theoretical  meximum values obtainable 
i n  dynamic maneuvers. 
SYMBOLS 
C wing mean aerodynamic chord, ft 
Cl,C2,C3,. . . constants appeering i n  letere1 equations of motion 
r.=te of chmse of airplane rolling-moment Coefficient 
w i t h  mgle of stdeslip,  a€!,/af3, per radian 
C 
2, 
rate of  change of airplane ro l l ing-Dent  coef f ic ien t  
with +b/2V, per radian 
r a t e  of change of airplane rolling-moment coefficient 
with total  aileron deflection, &,/&A, per radien 
C rate of change of a i rp lme yawing-moment coefficient 
with angle of sideslip, aCn/ap, per radian 
C rcte of F h v e  of Eirplane yawing-momepb goef f ic ien t  Ilo with @b/2V, per radian 
c?r rcte of change of airplane yawing-moment coefficient w i t h  \i;b/2V, per  radian 
rate of change of airplane yaxtng-moment coefficient 
w i t h  total  alleron deflection, &,/&A, per radian -
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r a t e  of chmge of airplane lateral-force coefzicient with 
mgle or" sideslig,  &y/ap, per redlan 
zero-l i f t  wing-fuselage pitching-monent coefficient 
wing-fuselage pitching-moment coefficient 
wing-fuselqe normal-force coeffi.cient 
distance from airplane center of gravity t o  eerodynmic 
center of wing--tuselage con'inztion, f t  
d 
FE elevator stick force, lb 
accelerEtion due t o  gr.=xLty, 32.2 ft/sec2 €3 
rirplane moment of i ne r t i a  =bout longitudinal axis, 
s lug- f t 2  
airplme morint of inertis. about laterel exis, slug-ft2 
airplzne moment of  ir,ertie about ve r t i ce l  axis, slug-ft 2 
airplane product of inertie, slug-ft 2 
dimsnsconal constants appearring in longitudinal equations 
of notion 
horizontzl-tail  loed, l b  
airplane mass, W/g, slugs rn 
n o m 1  load factor  n 
i n i t i a l  value of normal load f w t o r  (used i n  rolling 
pull-out solution) 
trznsverse or lateral load f&ctor 
dynmic pressure, 1/2 pV , lb/ f t  
impact pressure, lb/ft  
t o t a l  wing area, ft2 
2 2 
2 
9 
s, 
B 
S 
4 
t 
T90 
v 
v i  
W 
Xt 
B 
Beff 
time, sec 
time t o  r o l l  goo, aec 
true airspeed, ft/sec 
indicated airspeed, knots 
airplane gross weight, lb 
distance from airplane center of gravity to aerodynamic 
center of  horizontal tail, f t  
airplane angle of  sideslip (defined herein as angle 
between longitudinal axis and projection of  re le t ive 
w i n d  in horizontal plene of airplane), radians (except 
when noted otherwise) 
effective angle of s idesl ip  used in  f i s h t a i l  and rol l ing 
pull-out calculations 
time r a t e  of change of angle of s idesl ip ,  rdians/sec 
increment 
aileron deflection (total, except when noted otherwise), 
rdians (except when noted otherwise) 
elevator deflection, radians (except when noted otherwise) 
maximum calculeted elevator deflection, radians 
elevator deflection limit, redians (except when noted 
otherwise) 
e1eve;tor deflection rate, radians/sec 
maximum calculated elevetor deflection rate, radians/sec 
elevator deflection rate IMt, rd ians /sec  
.rudder deflection, radians (except when noted otherwise) 
pitching angular velocity, radians/sec 
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.r 
a 0  i n i t i a l  value of pitching angul&r velocity  (used i n  
%.lax maximum calculated  pitching  angular  velocity,  radians/sec 
J 
rolling gull-out solution),  radias/sec 
.. 
0 
.. 
%x 
I i 
% 
pitching mgular acceleration,  radians/sec2 . 
maximum calculated pitching angular acceleration, 
radi.as/sec2 
mass density of dr,  s~ug/f t ’  
eagle of bank, radians 
rolEng angular  veloci ty ,  raans/sec 
ro l l ing  angular acceleration, rdims/sec2 
phese angle between pitching angu1e.r acceleration and 
incremental normal load factor,  deg 
yawing angular velocity, radia,ns/sec 
ya*ng angular ecceleration, r&ass/sec2 
anguler frequency, r&ians/sec 
natural  angular frequency, radiams/sec 
A bar over synfbol represents maximum value and 1 1 represents 
absolute value. 
AIRPLA?.? 
The airplanes fo r  which measur-nts were availeble were service 
models of the .North_ American F-%A, WDonnell F2H-2, Republic F-&G, 
and bckheed 3’-94B. A l l  were low-wing jet-propelled fighter-type air- 
planes, the F-86A having a swept wing and empennage. All were equipped 
with hydraulic aileron boost. In addition, the elevator f o r  the F-86A 
was hydrsulically boosted and was  equipped with an eddustable stabi l izer .  
A r a t e   r e s t r i c to r  is also incorporated i n  the  F-86A elevator control 
system a d  res t r ic ted  the  elevator rete t o  about 45O per second. 
I In   the tests, the F-%A and F-94B airplanes were flown, f o r  the 
most part, without external fie1 tanks and the F2H-2 and F-84G airplanes 
were flown, ’for the  most part, w i t h  external f’uel tanks. . -
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Except for  the additioll 05 sideslig and angle-of-atteck booms 
neither the externel appearance nor the weight a d  balance o r  the air- 
planes was altered. by the addition of the NACA i n s tmen ta t ion .  Three- 
view drawings of the airplmes =e presented In figure %. Dimensions 
and physiczl chmacteristics of the airplanes are given i n  table 1. 
The airplanes used during the flight program were *lly instrumented 
wlth s t a d s d  NACA photographically recordin4 instruments which measured 
(1) the quantities defining the flight conditions, such ES airspeed and 
alt i tude,  (2)  the imposed control-surface motions, end ( 3 )  the response 
of the zirg1m-e in term of lozd factors, angul- velocTties, angulex 
accelerations, and angle of sideslip.  
The maximum errors estimated ,"or the nezsured quantities given in 
t h i s  paper are as follows: 
Control-surfwe  angle,  deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  fo.7 
Normal lord factor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  io .  1 
Transverse load factor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20.03 
Pitching engu1a.r velocity,  radian/sec . . . . . . . . . . . .  50.03 
Rolling -%gular velocity, radian/sec . . . . . . . . . . . . .  kO.15 
Yawing velocity,  r&ian/sec . . . . . . . . . . . .  ko.02 
Pitching angula acceleration,  rdian/sec : . . . . . . . . . .  40.1 
Angle or" sideslip, deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -40.7 
&re complete de ta i l s  of the instruentat ion are given i n  reference 1. 
A l l  flights  obtdned  during  the  progrm were perrormed by service 
p i lo t s  undergoing regular squadron oser&tfonal training. Data were 
recorded con+,ir?uously througkout a f l i g h t  md were recorded only during 
those flights i n  which the mission was sched.Jled t o  incLude a lerge 
number of maneuvers. The primary missicns were usuelly acrobatics, 
ground gunnery, aerial gunnery, or  dive-bonhing and the nmqeuvers 
recorded during the progrm included most of the   t ac t ica l  maneuvers 
tha t  were within the capabilities of the individual airplmes. These 
maneuvers were performed at elt i tudes up t o  approximtely 35,000 fee t  
and at sirspeeds vezqying from the stalling airspeed to the maximum 
service lin?it airspeed. Most of the maaeuvers were  performed i n  rela- 
tively smooth air. No attempt was m a d e  t o  specify the type o r  severity 
of maneuvers. 
During $he test  propem E. t o t a l   f l i gh t   t i ne  of about 60 hours was 
recorded. Eowever, since the pilots were requested t o  perform as many 
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maneuvers  as  practical  during  each  flight  the  data  are  believed  to  be 
representative  of many more  hours  thalz  were  actually  recorded. 
A total  of 42 service  pilots  participated  with  no  one  pilot 
accounting  for  more  than 20 percent  of  the mneuver time  obtained  for 
the  particular mke airplane.  Although  the  pilots  were  aware of the 
instrumentation,  it was stressed  that  this  was  not  to  restrict  their 
norm1 handlir?g of the  airplane  since  they  would  not  be  persona- 
identified  with  the  test  results. 
ORGANIZATION OF DATA AND " H O D S  OF ANALYSIS 
In the  presentation  of  the  data  the  results  are  presented  in tkee 
groups: (1) longitudinal  characteristics, (2) rolling  characteristics, 
and (3) sideslip  characteristics.  For  these  three  groups  the  envelopes 
of  the  various  quantities  obtained  in  these  tests  for  each  airplane  are 
compared  with  the  airplane  stability a d control  characteristics. Also, 
for  the  longitudinal  and  sideslip  groups,  the  test  envelopes  are  com- 
pared  with  the  maximum  values  theoretically  possfble  urder  dynamic  con- 
ditions. In the  longitudinal  case,  calculations  are -e only for  the 
F-86A airplane  and  are  compared  with  overall  envelopes  representing 
boundaries  for all the  test  airplanes. In the  sideslip  group,  the  cal- 
culations  are  made, f or the  most  part, f or the F-86A and F-8k airplanes =nd are  compared  with  the  test  envelopes of the  individual  airplanes. 
The calculations  for  the F-81c airplane  are  based on earlier  nodels 
(A through D) which had a fuselage  that  was 18 inches  shorter t h a n  that 
of the  test  airplane. 
B the data plots, only those maximum values  which  helped to 
establish  the  envelopes  are  shown. In general,  the  test  boundaries 
are  established by considering  only  those  maneuvers  where  controlled 
flight  is  maintained. The envelopes  of  the  data  representing  other 
flight  conditions  such  as  law-speed  stalls,  snap rolls, and  lateral 
oscillations  are  also  shcrwn,  superimposed on the  main  test  boundary. 
Further  discussion  regarding  the  basic d ta and the construction of the 
envelopes,  both  for  the  individual  airplanes  and  the  cmbination  rep- 
resenting  all  the  test  ai-rplanes, may be  found  in  reference 1. 
RESuI;TS AND DISCIJSSION 
The  results  presented  in  this  paper  for  the F-86A, Fw-2, F-m, 
and  the  F-%B  airplanes  are  compared  with  the  results  of  tests  gre- 
sented  in  references 2 to 8. In sone cases  the  airplaaes frm these 
references  are  not the seme  models  as  those  used  in  the  present  flight 
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progran. However, the dimensions and physical characterist ics for 
each type airplane are the same, except fo r  minor differences in  sone 
of the airplanes regarding external-fuel-tank location. 
Since many of the quantit ies to be discussed are related t o  and 
limited by the airplane V-n diagram, the maxinum positive and negative 
normal load factors and corresponding indicated airspeeds reached with 
each airplane were taken from reference 1 and are presented as figure 2 
i n  this paper. 
Longitudinal Characteristics 
Elevator position and force.- The envelopes of maxinum elevator 
angles obtaified are shown in f igure 3 .  Also shown i n  figure 3 are the 
elevator angles necessary t o  reach the V-n envelope i n  gradual maneuvers 
as derived from references 2, 5 ,  7, and 8. For the F-86A airplane 
values ere shown for stabil izer angles of Oo and 2O, airplene nose up, 
which correspond t o  the minimum and average t r i m  stabilizer angles used 
i n  these tests, respectively. It may be noted from figure 3 that the 
elevator sngles used equaled or exceeded the s t a t i c  values necessary 
t o  reach the limits of the V-n diagram i n  the regions where these limits 
(see f ig .  2) were reached in the operational maneuvers. The angles 
shown above the   s ta t ic  curve were associated w i t h  more rapid maneuvers 
such as abrupt pull-outs, turns, and rolls where a larger elevator 
angle was used than was necessary t o  reach a given steady value of load 
factor. 
The 
the 
the 
Since stick  forces were not measured i n  the present tests the 
forces were derived from stick force data of references 3, 5, 7, and 8 
and are presented in  f igure 4. In figure 4 the aaximm elevator st ick 
forces necessary t o  reach the V-n envelope a t  low altitudes are cam- 
pared with the minimum and maxim  force  requirenents of references 9 
and 10. The s t ick forces  for  a l l  the test airplanes were wfthin the 
maximum and minimum st ick  force requirements except f o r  the F-84.G air- 
plane where the elevator forces would appear t o  be higher than the 
maximum forces specified by the requiremnts. The stick forces required 
fo r  the F-86A airglane  to  reach the V-n envelope appear t o  be within 
the limits given by the requirements; however, the carve shown does not 
indicate the stick force reversal  which occurs at the pitch up. At 
high altitudes the s t ick   forces   a t  the limits of the V-n diagram are  
very low because of this force reversal. In the present t e s t s  the test 
airplane did encounter pitch up but a t  a l t i tudes less than l5,OOO feet. 
elevator stick forces  for the F2R-2 and F-&B airplanes are near - 
minimum requirement a t  high speeds. 
PitchinK acceleration.- Pitching angular acceleration is one of 
important paraQeters i n  the determhation of horizontal-tail  loads. 
I 
.- 
If the roll ing and yawing notions of the airplane are small, the 
horizontal-tail  load i n  any maneuver could be given by 
I 
or 
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Thus, i f  the maxhwn pitcbing accelerations could be predicted, the 
maximum increnentsl  horizontal-tail  loads could be calculated. In 
reference 1 the max-i-mum pitching accelerations obtained in operational 
training  are compared w i t h  several desigr- methods o r  requirements. 
This plot taken from reference 1 is shown i n  figure 5 as a mat"x?r of 
interest .  The curves for the design m e t h o d s  or reqdrements shown i n  
figure 5 are  either empirical or based on performing a single abrupt 
maneuver t o  the Emit load factor from 1 g flight. (Refs. 1 and 11 
t o  15.) . 
In order t o  show the theoret ical  maximum pitching  acceleration 
obtaincble in flight, celculations were made for  the F-86 airplene in  
whrcll the airplane was maneuvered sinusoidally to the load-fector limits. 
In these computations the equation of motion was expressed as i n  
reference 16. 
- 
and in terms of €3 as 
The amplitude r e t i o  IAn/&zI fo r  a sinusoidal-control notion m y  be 
shown t o  be 
"
10 
and the  amplitude r a t i o  1 is  
The phase  angle betweell 8 and n is  tken 
.. 
The stabi l i ty  der ivat ives  for  “ice K constants required in  the above 
equations were obtained from wind-tunnel tests. (See refs.  17 and 18.) 
Typical frequency-response curves calculated for   the ~ b 8 6  airplane 
are shorn in  f ig rze  6 for  a speed of 300 h o t s  a t  sea level. The 
absolute valaes for the amplitude ra t ios  \zp~\ ,  lz/& 1 , and l z l  1 
are shown 8s w e l l  as the phase angle between 9 and n. 
V 
8 6E 
In figure 7 calculated values of the elevator angle, maximum 
elevator rate, maximxu pitching velocity, and maximum pitching accel- 
eration are sham plotted against angular frequency. These values 
were obtained from the frequency-response curves given i n  figure 6 fo r  
a sinusoidal maneuver from a load factor of -3 t o  a load factor of 7.33 
at  an airspeed of 300 knots a t  sea level. It can be seen that the max- 
inum pitching acceleration increases throughout the frequency range 
shown and would finally be limited either by the amount of elevator 
available or by the highest elevator rate obtainable. The largest  ele- 
vator angle available was 0.438 radian (26.25O) and the highest elevetor 
rate was ass-med t o  be 3.5 radians per second (200° per second). Also 
indicated  in figure 7 is  the m i m u m  pitching  acceleration  for an 
elevator rate of 0.785 radian per second (45O per second) which corre- 
sponds t o  the maximum elevator rete obtainable w i t h  F-%A airplanes 
equipped w i t h  elevator rate res t r ic tors .  
Calculations similar t o  those of figures 6 and 7 were made for 
the F-86A airglane for several additional airspeeds at sea leve l  and fo r  
an airspeed of 400 knots at 20,000 feet .  The resul ts  &re shorn plotted 
against   airspeed  in figures 8 t o  10 along with the results obtained i n  
the test  program with  perational  ai planes. J 
4 
Y 
11 
In figure 8 the maximum calculeted pitching acceleration i s  shown 
for  two cases. Lr the f irst  case the airplane i s  maneuvered sinusoidally 
fro= i t s  negative load-factor limits t o  i t s  positive load-factor limits 
as defined by the V-n diagram. (See f i g .  2.) A t  low speeds the naxirnun 
l a d  factors  are associated w i t h  meximum l i f t  and a t  high sDeeds the 
maximum load factors  are the  design  l imit   load  factors (-3 and 7.33) . 
I3 the second case t’ne airplane is maneuvered sinusoidally from the 
1 g level-fl ight Condition t o  i t s  posit ive maximm loed-factor limits. 
The rraximum pitching accelerations shown for  the two cases are limited 
by reaching the elevqtor deflection limit (0.458 radian) or by reaching 
the highest possible elevator rates (3.5 radians per second or  0.785 radim 
Per second). 
It m y  be seen i n  figure 8 that mximum pitching  accelerations as 
high es 16 radiens per second ger secor?d are theoreticelly  possible and, 
as indicated i n   f i g u r e  6, the m x i m  negative pitching acceleration 
would be agproximately io phase with the maximum posit ive normal 1-d 
factor (and vice versa). This condi t ion resul ts  in  maxim horizontal-  
tzil loads i n  subsonic flight. It may be noted that the points shmm 
fo r  an altitude of 20,000 f e e t  are agproximately the same  as those fo r  
sea-level conditions when plotted  against  indiceted  airspeed. 
- In figure 9 maximum pitching  accelerations 8re shown for E sizus- 
oidal mmeuvqr a t  two constant angular frequencies and a t  the natural  
present tests. Pitching accelerations ere shown for angular frequencies 
of 6.28 end 3.14 radians per second vhich correspond t o  a time t o  reach 
maximum load factor  of 0.5 second and 1 second, respectively, and fo r  
the undamped natural  frequency of the airplane w = E. 
I frequency of the  airplane. Also Shawn is the test boundary frm the 
It can be seen i n  figure 9 that the naximun! pitching  acceleration 
at  a constant angular frequency decreases w i t h  airspeed a t  the higher 
speeds whereas the m a x i m m  Ditching acceleration a t  the eirplane natural  
frequency is  proportional to the load factor and remains about the same 
at  speeds above tha t  of the cpper left-hand corner of the V-n diagram. 
It is of in t e re s t  t o  note that the m9xi.m~~ pitching accelerations 
obtained in  the present  tests of service aiqlanes are approximately 
the same as those calculeted a t  the  airplane  undqed  natural   frequency 
a t  speeds up t o  350 knots. This result would tend t o  confirm the bellef 
tkrat D i l o t s  have a tendency t o  maneuver the airplane near i ts  natural  
frequency. A t  the higher speeds the natural frequency is higher and 
therefore the time t o  reach rmximn load fac tor  would be less than at  
low speeds. The lover values of the experimntal pitching ecceleratlons 
a t  the higher speeds are probebly due t o  the hesitancy of p i l o t s   t o  
perform rapid high load-factor maneuvers at high speeds. 
.I 
The veriation of maximum pitching  acceleration  in  mneuvering from 
1 g t o  the positive load-factor limits i s  shown i n  f i g u r e  10. Values are - -
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shown fo r  the case of figure 8 where the gitching acceleration i s  
l i d t e d  ei ther  by reaching the elevator limits or by reaching a limiting 
elevator rate, fo r  the case of figure 9 where the pitching acceleration 
is  shown f o r  a constant angular frequency, and f o r  t&e case where the 
airplane i s  mneuvered a t  i ts  natxral frequency. Also shown are the 
maximm pitching accelerations calculated by the method of reference I1 
i n  Tqhich the airplane is  maneuvered from 1 g t o  i ts  positive load-factor 
limits w i t h  a miniram t ine t o  reach the maxinuz load factor of about 
0.5 second as well as the rmxirnum pitching accelerations measured i n  
the service training operations. 
In figure 10 it is noted that the maximum pitching accelerations 
calculated by maneuvering the airplane sin-usoidally at a constant angular 
frequency of 6.28 radians per second are a-pproximately the same as those 
of the method of reference 11. In both cases the tine to reach mximum 
load factor is about 0.5 second. The maximum pitching accelera-bion that 
could be reached with the limit elevator rate, however, is a h o s t  three 
times as high as that calculated for a very abrupt maneuver or w i t h  an 
angular frequency of 6.28 radiens per second. The maximum pitching 
accelerations neasured i n  the present test  progran and the pitching 
accelerations calculated at  the airplane natural frequency are less 
than one helf the values that could be obtained i n  an abrupt maneuver 
or e pFtching osci l la t ion a t  u) = 6.28 radians per second. 
It is  evident that values of the pitching  acceleratick as high as 
16 radians per second per second calculated by using the lim€ting 
characterist ics of the p i l o t  and airplane axeIprobably unreasonable t o  
use in  tai l- load  design  since  the maneuvers necessary t o  produce such 
accelerations would be of negligible order of probability. O n  the other 
hand, the rneximum pitching accelerations of from 5 t o  6 radians per second 
per second shown i n  figure 10 obtained by the method of reference l l  or 
by using a constant value of the angular frequency (u = 6.28 are values 
that could be reached i f  the p i lo t s  lnaneuvered the airplane in the 
manner snecified. Pitching accelerations of this order have been obtained 
in research and st ructural   in tegri ty  flight tests of fighter airplanes. 
In the present limited tests of j e t  fighter airpknes,  it is indicated 
tha t  the p i lo t s  tend to maneuver their airplanes near the airplane 
natural  frequency which involves maximum pitching  accelerations of less 
than three radians per second per second. 
Pitching angular velocity.- In figure 11 the maximum calculated 
pitching velocities are compared with the experimental values obtained 
in service training operations. The maximum calculated pitching veloc- 
ities were obtained i n  a pitching  oscil lation from the negative load- 
factor limit t o  the positive load-factor limit and from 1 g t o  the 
positive load-factor limit by using the limiting elevator angles or  
rates. A l s o  shown are the values for maximum pitching velocities cal- 
culated  for a constant angular frequency of 6.28 radians per second, 
the values calculated f o r  the airplane natural frequency, and the values 
calculated by the nethod of reference l l  f o r  a t i m e  to  reach a peak load 
factor of about 0.5 second. 
It m y  be seen that  pitching  velocit ies as high as 1.6 radians per 
second m y  be obtained within the limitations of the   p i lo t  and airplane. 
In abrupt pull-ups ard a t  &constant  pitching  angular  frequency of 
6.28 radians per second, pitching velocities of about 1 radian per sec- 
ord are possible. Except i n  stalls, the highest pitching velociky 
measured in the present tests w a s  about 0.5 radien per second. As was 
the case for pitchi& acceleration the pi tchhg  veloci t ies   calculated 
at  the airplane natural frequency are tear the  emerinental  values 
except a t  the higher speeds. 
Rolling Characteristics 
Aileron angles.- The maximum aileron  angles  obtained  in the service 
ogerational training are shown i n  f i w e  12 as w e l l  8s the maximum 
angles available as derived from references 4, 6, 7, and 8. The maxi- 
m u  available aileron angle sham is, f o r  low speeds, the full aileron 
deflection and, for higher speeds, the aileron deflection as limited by 
30 po-uds st ick force or maximum boost. The F-84G airplane was the only 
airplane  to  use f u l l  aileron and these points were mostly ob tahed   i n  
stalls a t  low speeds. The F-86, the F-84, and the F-94 ai leron angles 
used eppeared t o  be limited by ai leron forces or  boost   l imiht ions at  
high speeds. The aileron angles used with the F2H airplane reached 
the linits only i n  a narrow speed range near 350 knots. 
$b/2V. - The maxhum values of the helix angle $b/2V obtained i n  
the present tests are  shown in  f igure 13 along w i t h  the maximum values 
obtainable in abrupt aileron rolls from leve l  flight ( refs .  4, 6 ,  7, 
and 8). The values of &/2V shown correspond t o  the ai leron angles 
given i n  figure'=. At the highest speeds a l l  the test airplanes, w i t h  
the exception of the F2E airplane, reached or approeched the maximum 
values obtainable in abrupt aileron rolls. The F2H airplane did not 
approach i ts  rol l ing  capabi l i t ies   except   in  a small speed range near 
350 knots. The F-86 airplane did not make use of its full ro l l ing  
capabili t ies a t  speeds below 300 knots wherees the F-84. end F - 9  air- 
planes approached or reached their rolling capabili t ies at  a l l  speeds. 
Very high values of  $b/2V were measured with the F-84 airplane In 
mcontrolled maneuvers (snap rolls en& stalls) which exceeded the values 
that would be obtained i n  abrupt  ai leron  rolls  from l eve l  flight. 
It can be Geen in   f i gu re  13 t he t  a l l  the test airplanes used maxi- 
mum values of  $b/2V up t o  0.07 or 0.08 a t  speeds l e s s  thaE 300 knots 
even though higher values could have been reached f o r  the F-86 and 
F2E airplanes. 
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Rolling velocity.- %%e maxinum roll ing  velocit ies mas-wed in  the 
operational training program are shmn in figure 14 in addition to the 
maximum roll ing velocit ies obteinable in aileron rolls from leve l   f l igh t  
et sea  level aEd a t  al t i tude ol" 30,OOO feet. The experimental  val- 
ues shown were obtained under accelerated flight as well as level-flight 
conditions. T!e  maximm roll ing velocit ies reached were from about 2.0 
t o  2.4 radians per second i n  controlled flight except for the F 2 K  a i r -  
plane where paxixu  rol l ing  veloci t ies  or' about 1.7 r d i a n s  Fer second 
were reached. In mcontrolled flight roll ing velocit ies up t o  3.5 rad- 
ians per second were ,obtained w i t h  the F-8kG airplane. It may be noted 
that the experimental data approximate the shzpes of the maximum curves 
f a i r l y  w e l l  with the exception of the WB airplane at high speeds. 
Time t o  roll 90'. - In figure 15 the minimum times t o  roll 90' in 
the present tests vith service airplanes are compared with the minimum 
times t o  r o l l  goo for each of tk? airplanes calcrzlated with a hy-pothet- 
i ca l   ro l l i ng  maneuver where the rolling  velocity was a step function. 
The s tep rol l ing veloci t ies  used are those labeled l imit  i n  figure 14. 
For the F - 9  airplane the curve for 30,000 f ee t  i s  also sham, and for  
the F-8& airplane curves are shcm for wing-tip tanks on and off.  The 
ninimum time required t o  roll goo v&ried from 1 t o  1.5 seconds fo r  the 
test   airplanes whereas the absolute minimum varies from about 0.6 t o  
1.0 second for sea-level conditions. 
Sideslip Characteristics 
Rudder angle.- The mzximm rudder angles measured in   the   t es t s  
during service operational training are shown in   f igure  16 as well as 
the limit rudder angle aEd the rudder angle for 180 pounds pedal force 
as derived from references 4, 6 ,  7, and 8. The rudder angles used were 
Less than the rnzximun available radder angles except in stalled maneuvers 
where the limits were spproached or reeched with F-86 and F-84 airplanes; 
however, a t  airspeeds above 250 knots it i s  indicated that the rudder 
angles used were l in i ted  by high pedal forces for the test airplanes. 
Sideslip angle.- The  maximum sidesl ip  angles measured are shown i n  
figure 17 in addition to the sidesup angles obtainable in steady side- 
s l ips  as limited either by reaching the rudder-angle limits or 180 pounds 
pedal force. Above an airspeed of about 250 knots, the sideslip angles 
reached or exceeded the sideslip angles for 180 PO-urd p e a l  force for 
a l l  the test  airplanes.  Xost of these large sideslip angles were obtained 
in  rol l i r?g maneuvers. Ai; the lower speeds the sideslip angles reached 
vith the test  airplanes did not approach these limits except for   the 
F-&G airplane in stells. (It should be noted that,  as indicated in 
reference 1, sideslip angles were not measured i n  all the fl ights with 
the F-86A airplane. ) 
J 
. 
c 
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Comparison of mximum PEasured sideslip  characterist ics w i t h  maxi- 
mum theoretical  ve1ues.- The maximum measured sideslip  characterist ics 
a re  compared with maximum calculated  values  obtainable  in  f ishtail  and 
roll ing pull-out maneuvers in figures 18 to 27. m= maximum calculated 
peslk values of the  amplitude ratios 1F/KRj ard I $&I fo r  the F-86A 
and F-84 airDlanes i n  level-fl ight fishtail mreuvers were obtained 
direct ly  from reference 19 and are  determined for the frequency response 
t o  a sinusoidal rudder icput at  al t i tudes of 1,000 and 20,000 feet. The 
rnximun values  of p and w e r e  obtained for the maximum rudder angles 
as limited by the rudder-angle limits or by reaching 180 pounds rudder 
pedal  force. (See f ig .  16.) 
from the expression 
Values of maximum $ were then calculated 
For the rolling pull-out maneuvers, calculations were &e only 
for  the F-86A airplane at  an altitude of 1,000 feet and 20,000 feet. 
As in reference 20, the calculations were based on the three nonlfnear 
la teral   equat ions of motion: 
These equations were linearized by assuming that  the  pitching  velocity 
was constant and equal t o  
e, = (no - l)g 
V (13) 
The cross-coupled ine r t i a  terms were then included as additions t o  Czr 
and Cnp i n  equations (10) and (ll) . Solutions were obtained over the 
speed range by using the Reeves Electric Analog Coxputer (REAC) for  
rolling pull-outs at the maxiln-tun load factor as given by the V-n diagram 
af figure 2. A step aileron input was used which was ecpal  to  the maxi- 
n u  aileron angle as limited either by full throw or by 30 pounds s t i ck  
force. (See fig. 12.) It was assumed that the rudder was held fixed 
and that the pitching velocity was constant. The maximum values of the 
parameters shwm are given a t  the first peak i n  the oscil lation because 
subsequent peaks usually were unreliable since the angles involved 
exceeded the range for which equations (10) to (12) are valid. The 
derivatives used i n  equations (10) t o  (12) were obtained from refer- 
ences 19 and 21. 
Paximum calculated  values of obtainable i n  f ishtail  maneuvers 
f o r  the F-86A and F-84 airplanes were obtained by determining the r a t i o  I&&[ t o  )p/S,l st the natural frequency, w h i c h  is approximately 
The amplitude ra t io s  may be expressed as 
and 
1 
Maximum values of 9 obtainable in  rol l ing pul l -out  maneuvers for the 
F-86A airplane were obtained by using the approximate relationship: 
The constants i n  equations (15) and. (16) are del ined as i n  reference 22. 
In  solving these equations, values for the derivatives were obtained 
from references 19 and 21. 
J 
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Sideslip angle: The test boundaries along w i t h  the calculated .. valiies of sideslip angle i n  fishtails are shown in   f igures  18 and 19 
for  "ne F-86A and F-84G eirplanes, respectively. Calculated velues of 
sideslip  angle  in  roll ing  pull-outs ere also shown fo r  the F-&A i n  
figure 18. The angles of s idesl ip  obtainable  in  f ishtai ls  Eppear t o  
be about 3 t o  4 tLTes as great as those reached with the service air- 
planes. For the F-86 airplane it can be seen in  f igu re  18 that the 
sideslis angles obtainable in roll ing gull-outs ere lower theh those 
obk inab le  in  f i sh t a i l s  above an airspeed of 330 knots. Below this 
speed the mxinum angles of s idesl ip   calculated  in   rol l ing pull-outs 
increased rapidly end were greater than those obtainable i n   f i s h t a i l  
maneuvers. The values of the maximw sideslip angle obtainable in 
rolling pull-outs are not shown a% lower speeds since the angles of 
s idesl ip  and roll obtained from the calculations were much larger than 
those for which equations (10) t o  ( 1 2 )  are valid. The results indicated, 
however, thet the maximun? sideslip angle fn rolling pull-outs increased 
with airsaeed and reached a peak a t  about 300 knots and then decreased 
abruptly as Shawn i n  figure 18. 
pq and tra-n-sverse load factor: 31 figures 20 and 21 are shown 
the v a h e s  of the paremeter pq f o r  the F-%A and F-&G airplanes and 
i n  figures 22 end 23 the transverse load fac tors   for  the two airplanes 
are shown. me Faremeter pq is given  since it is roughly proportional 
t o  the ver t ica l - ta i l  load. For s idesup angles  greater  then loo, the . parmeter pq is based on an effective  value of p; that is, the value 
of the sideslip angle i s  reduced i n  proportion to the decrease in slope 
of the laterel-force curve with sideslip angle. The varietion of the 
effective  sideslip  angle  used w i t h  the t rue  s idesl ip  ar-gle p 
i s  show?? i n  figure 20. It can be noted that the m a x i m  l i f t  on the 
ver t ica l  surl'ace is  assumed t o  occur a% a sideslip angle of 25O. The 
transverse loed factors  have a l so  been corrected for maximum l i f t  a d  
nonlinearity in the side-force curve i n  e simihr mnner. 
- 
It i s  indiceted in  figures 20 t o  23 that the side loeds obtainable 
i n  fishteil and rolling pull-out maneuvers are considerebly greater 
those obtained i n  t h e  tests in service operations. For the  F-86 
airplane it cer- be seen i n  figure 22 that side loads were obtained i n  
uncontrolled lateral oscil lations which were equal   in  mgrdtude t o  those 
obtained in  controlled maneuvers. 
From the calculations of f i s h t a i l  azd ro l l ing  pull-out maneuvers 
for the P-86 airplane it is  irdica-led that the lergest  side loads me 
produced i n  fishtail maneuvers a t  the higher speeds. Below an airspeed 
of about 330 knots, however, it is  indicated that the rolling pull-out 
i s  the c r i t i c a l  maneuver. The ebrupt increese in  s ide  load i n  rolling 
pull-outs a t  these speeds f o r  the par t icular  airplane i s  caused by the 
maneuver being performed near maximum l i f t  where the lateral derivatives 
have large changes with eagle of attack. 
Yawing -yeiocit;r and acceleration: Tce naximurn yzk-ing velocit ies 
for the F-86~ znd F-&G airplanes ere skom ic figlcres 2k an& 25, resgec- 
t n iveu ,  and ~e yawfng zngxhr  accelerations are shown irr f i g c e s  26 
.mCi 27, respectively. A s  vas the cese for t2e other leteral  parmeters,  
the n?wrimm values af yaving velocity and ecceleratlm obtained in t te 
servFce t e s t s  were cor_slderably beLm ?:e maximum calcclaied vahes 
except for the yawisg velocities in the calculated rolling puli-oxt 
mmeuver for the F-86 airplane. (See f ig .  24. ) D- th i s  case the  xi- 
m u  yc?cing velocities obtained ir, the service tests apcroached those 
calcLlated f o r  the roll ing pull-mt maneuver a t  the highest speeds. 
kgair- it c&n be noted i n  fcgures 2k an2 26 that the calculated results 
izdicate that the highest yai-ring velocit ies a d  eccelerations are obtained 
in   f i sh t a i l   mseuve r s   a t  high speeds but that rol’ing pull-outs may r e su l t  
Fn higher values at lower speeds. 
*om the results af this saper it is  isdicated that the service 
g i l s t s  in  genera l  &e use of the sta%ic capabili t ies of their airplanes 
over most of t:c_e speed range z s  lipited by control stops or control 
fmces.  The rzaximuT resgonse obtained i n  tcese serv ice  t rah ing  qe r -  
ations, hovever, T#es cmsiderably less than the theoretically obtain- 
able maximin  dynmLc ressonse. It i s  indicated that the pilots have 
a tendezcy t c  maneuver the airplane lmgiixxdinally near i t s  natural 
frequency. 
m e  results of the calc-datiozs of maxixwn dynamic response indF- 
cate that pitching acceleretiom greater then 16 radians Fer seccnd per 
secDn& ere theoretically within Che rar_ge of p i i o t  and airplane Capa- 
bil i t ies for tke F-86 a i rp lme whereas the highest value obtained in 
the present tests wss about 2 radians per secor?& Fer secoEd. For l a t e r a l  
Tmeuvers it i s  indicated that the Lighest verfical-tail loads for the 
F-86 airg’dne would generally be obtained hn f i s h t a i l  mrieuvers; hovever, 
%-hen rol l ing pill-out mnesvers were made near the mximm lift c-f- 
f ic ien t   the   ver t ica l - ta i l  loads obtained could be considerably greater 
-Ll?.m those ohtained ir- f i s h t a i l  naneuvers. The trulsverse l m d  factors 
measured Fn the >resent tests vere muck less  thaa those theoretically 
ob tzin&le. 
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Figure 1.- Three-view drawings of test airplenes. 
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Figure 2.- Coqarison of normal load factors with t he  airplane 
operat ional V-n diagram. 
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Figure 3.- Comparison of t e s t   r e s u l t s  with maximum elevator angles 
seeded t o  reach stal l  or the service limit normal load factor  in 
gradual naneuvers. 
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Figure 4. - Comparison of elevator  stick  forces needed t o  reach stall  or 
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Figure 3.- Comparison of test results with various methods of calculating 
pitching accelerations. 
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Figure 7.- Maximum control and respoose vdues calculated for the 
F-86A airplane maneuvering sinusoidally between the upper and 
lower limits of the design V-n diagran for an airspeed of 
300 knots at  sea level. 
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Figure 8.- Comparison of test resul ts  with meximum calculated pitching 
eccelerat  ions  obtained by maneuvering the F-86A airplane  sinusoidally 
within the V-n diagran a t  seSt level. (Symbols =re for  a l t i tude of 
20,000 fee t  .) 
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Figure 9.- Comparison of test resu l t s  w i t h  maximum calculated  pitching 
accelerations  obtafaed by maneuvering the  F-86A sirplane si_n_usoidally 
within the  V-n diagram at sea level. (Symbols are  for altitude of 
20,000 feet. ) 
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Figure 10.- Coniparison of tes t  results with maximum ca lcuhted  pitching 
accelerations  obtained by maneuvering t h e  F-86A airplane sinusoidelly 
between a load factor  of 1 and the  upper limit of the design V-n dia- 
gram at sea level. 
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Figure 11.- Comparison of test r e su l t s  w i t h  maxinum calculated pitching 
velocities  obtained by maneuvering the  F-86A airplane sinusoidally 
within the V-n diagram at sea level .  (Symbols &t 400 -hots  are f o r  
a l t i t ude  of 20,000 feet. ) 
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Figure 12.- Comparison of t e s t  results with maxhm up or d m  aileron 
angles obtainable in abrupb aileron rolls. 
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Figure 13.- Comparison of t e s t  results with maximum wing-tip he l ix  angles 
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Figure 14.- Comparison of t e s t  results with maximum rolling velocitlcs 
obtainable in abrupt aileron rol ls .  
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Figure 13.- Comparison 0% t e s t  results with calculated minimum times to 
r o l l  90' i n  abrupt aileron rolls at  sea level. 
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Figure 16.- Conparison of t e s t   r e s u l t s  with rmzximum rEdder angles 
o b t a i m k l e  in steady sideslips using maxim-xu control force of 
180 pounds. 
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Figure 1'7.- Comparison of test r e su l t s  with maximum angles of sideslip 
obtainable i n  steady sCdeslips using maximum rudder control force 
of 180 pounds. 
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Figure 18.- Comparison of t e s t   r e s u l t s  for t n e  F-86A airplane with 
maximum ca lcuhted  values of sideslip during f ishtai l  and ro l l ing  
puli-out maneuvers. 
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Figure 19.- Cornparisoc of test r e su l t s   fo r  the F-84 airplace with 
mexbua calculated vslues of s i d e s l i p  during fishtail mneuvers. 
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F i w r e  20.- Conperisor, of t e s t   r e su l t s  for  the F-86A airplane wi th  
mximun! calculated values of ver t ica l - ta i l  ioed paruneter p q  
6ming f i s h t a i l  and ro l l ing  pull-olxt maneuvers. 
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Figure 21.- Congarison of test results f o r  the  F-8k airplane with 
maxhutn calculated values of vertical-tail  load parameter pq 
during f ishtai l  naneuvers. 
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Figme 22.- Comparison of t e s t   r e su l t s  for t5e F-86A airplane wi th  
maxinun calculated velues of transverse load factor during fish- 
tail and ro l l i ng  pcll-out mneuvers. 
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Figure 23.- Comyarison of test  resul ts  for  the j?-84 airplane wi-ih 
msimm calculated values of trensverse loed factor  during fish- 
t a i l  mneuvers . 
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Figure 24.- Conparisor_ of test results f o r  the F-86A airplane w i t h  
naxixur calculated v d u e s  of yawing veloci ty  during fishtail &n& 
rolling pull-out maneuvers. 
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Figure 25.- Comparison ol" t e s t   r e s u l t s   f o r  t he  F-84 airplane with 
maximum calcukted  values  of yawing ve loc i ty   dur ing   f i sh ta i l  
maneuvers . 
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Figure 26.- Comparison of test resul ts  fo r  the F-86A airplane with 
mxim-an calculated values of yawing acceleration durlng f i s h t s i l  
and ro l l ing  pull-oct mmeuvers. 
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Figure 27. - Comparison of t e s t   r e s u l t s  f o r  the F-84 airplane with 
mximum calculated velues of yawing acceleration during fishtail 
maneuvers. 
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